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CURRENTLY ENGAGED OHIO UNIVERSITIES IN OFRN

OFRN continues to work to engage all Ohio research universities in its activities
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Our Mission
To stimulate Ohio’s innovation economy by building state wide, vibrant,
university‐industrial collaborations for federal needs.

Our Goal
To meet or exceed research requirements of Ohio’s federal laboratories while
partnering with the commercial sector to create new technology products and
expand federal contracting opportunities in areas such as national defense, space
exploration, energy, healthcare, sensing and aeronautics.

BACKGROUND
The Ohio Federal Military Jobs Commission (OFMJC) tasked Wright State University and The Ohio State
University in November 2014 to frame a requirements‐driven R&D initiative that would address emerging
mission requirements for the US Air Force and NASA in which Wright Patterson Air Force Base (WPAFB)
and NASA Glenn Research Center (NASA‐GRC) play significant roles. The key goals were to (1) leverage the
State of Ohio’s R&D investment; (2) capitalize on federal and university research assets; (3) integrate Ohio
firms and industrial partners into the proposed projects aligned with operational user needs; (4) better
prepare and train universities and firms in Ohio to compete for federal funding; (5) facilitate the transition
of government funded technology to commercial markets; (6) create the jobs, processes and firms of
tomorrow in Ohio; and (7) to
differentiate Ohio from other
states relative to its commitment
and support of our national
defense and civil space missions.
The 2015 strategic planning effort
resulted in the organization of
Ohio’s universities and community
colleges around the future
research priorities of WPAFB and
NASA‐GRC through the creation of
the Ohio Federal Research
Network (OFRN). The OFRN
projects and activities were
directly aligned with WPAFB and
NASA‐GRC strategic priorities, see
Figure 1, and both of these
organizations provided university

Figure 1 DoD/NASA Priorities
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researchers with insights into the requirements for each of the priority research areas. The OFRN
investment is being utilized as seed funding and the catalyst for additional federal procurement and
industry sponsored research. The OFRN also provides an impetus for the state’s leading research
universities to frame a new requirements‐focused/application‐oriented set of projects and activities that
will stimulate economic development and job creation here in Ohio.
As a result of the above referenced strategic planning process in collaboration with the members of the
OFMJC, the State supported the establishment of the OFRN to leverage federal, university, and
commercial capabilities to support the future of WPAFB and NASA‐GRC, while retaining and creating new
jobs within Ohio through HB 64 of the 131st General Assembly. On 10 December 2015, the Ohio
Department of Higher Education contracted out the management of the Defense/Aerospace Workforce
Development Initiative to the Wright State Applied Research Corporation (WSARC). OFRN has been and
continues to be an active participant and supporter of both the Ohio Aerospace and Aviation Council
(OAAC) and the state government supported Ohio Aerospace and Aviation Technology Council (OAATC).
There are currently 11 Ohio Research Universities and 52 Ohio Industry Partners (28 Small Businesses; 24
Large Businesses) funded and engaged in the OFRN research activities. OFRN would hope that this
number will expand in the next round of funding so that by the end of 2018, all Ohio research universities
are engaged. Universities included at present are: Case Western Reserve University, University of
Cincinnati, University of Dayton/University of Dayton Research Institute, University of Akron, Ohio
University, University of Toledo, Youngstown State University, the Air Force Institute of Technology, The
Ohio State University, and Wright State University/Wright State Research Institute. OFRN also has a
subcontract in place with Cleveland State University and Lorrain County Community College for support of
its commercialization and workforce development activities.
For an in‐depth background on the strategic planning of this initiative and the overall HB 64, 131st General
Assembly guidance, please read the Ohio Federal Military Jobs Commission Annual Report to Governor
John Kasich dated 31 December 2015. http://ong.ohio.gov/OFMJC.html

STRATEGIC INTENT OF THE OHIO FEDERAL RESEARCH NETWORK
The OFRN was established to:








Expand Ohio’s research base of talent capabilities and investment to complement and support
the research missions and priorities of the Air Force Research Lab (AFRL), the Naval Medical
Research Unit – Dayton (NAMRU‐D), National Air and Space Intelligence Center (NASIC), and the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration – Glenn Research Center (NASA‐GRC).
Align Ohio’s research universities and community colleges around the priority research initiatives
of AFRL, NAMRU‐D, NASIC and NASA‐GRC that create external investment and business
opportunities for Ohio.
Establish a major focus on transitioning research advancements and technologies to operational
domains and Ohio firms for both the federal government customer and commercial sector where
relevant.
Enhance the competitive posture of Ohio research universities for federal R&D funding.
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The focus for the Centers of Excellence in terms of Technology Readiness Level is displayed in Figure 2.

Figure 2 DoD/NASA TRL Levels

ORGANIZATIONAL MANAGEMENT
The OFRN program is made up of six Centers of Excellence, a Technical Review Council, an Executive
Review Board, and is managed by the Wright State Applied Research Corporation on behalf of the Ohio
Department of Higher Education (ODHE), see Figure 3. OFRN currently reports to the ODHE. The OFRN
also has contracts in place with Cleveland State University and Lorrain County Community College to Staff
the Commercialization and Workforce Development (C&WD) to support the priority commercialization
and workforce development activities.

The OFRN Leadership
Prior to the awarding of the ODHE funds, Dennis Andersh, Chief Executive Officer of the Wright State
Applied Research Corporation, and Martin Kress, Vice President for Research for The Ohio State University
were asked to take the day‐to‐day leadership role for framing the OFRN. This includes supporting the
activities of the OFMJC, compiling the Research and Development section of the OFMJC Annual Report to
the Governor, and the proposed organizational/ management model. In addition, the two leaders acted
as the key interface to the federal labs and key state offices and they framed the charters and helped
recruit the members, for the Executive Review Board (ERB) and Technical Review Council (TRC). The
members of both the ERB and TRC are vetted and approved by the OFMJC, with recommendation and
advice from the key state offices. They also led the establishment of the six university Centers of
Excellence (COE). Lead universities were selected based on the recognized strengths and core
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competencies within the State’s university system and their prior professional experiences with AFRL and
NASA‐GRC. Each COE is directed to integrate other Ohio research universities into its activities and
programs; and no proposal will be considered for OFRN funding consideration if it does not have multiple
university partners participating in a “meaningful way.”
As Mr. Andersh and Mr. Kress continue to provide the day‐to‐day leadership for the OFRN, key to their
success is the WSARC support staff and the support of key state offices – in particular: ODHE, JobsOhio
and the Ohio Third Frontier. The two leaders also continue their commitment to regularly provide
briefings to the key partners, state officials and other interested groups across the state on the OFRN, its
goals and objectives, and progress to date. This open and transparent briefing process is part of their
commitment to build a partnership coalition that allows Ohio’s research and industry talent to be shown
in an effort to boost the State of Ohio’s overall economic impact by bringing in more federal research
dollars to the state.

Figure 3 OFRN Organizational Chart

Wright State Applied Research Corporation (WSARC)
The WSARC acts as the contracting, technical and program management agent for the OFRN. Specifically
the WSARC leads and oversees all procurement, contracting and financial reporting activities; supports
the ERB and the TRC; supports the documenting of the White Paper and Proposal Review process for
OFMJC’s review and approval; facilitates the ERB and TRC meetings and project reviews; is the funding
agent for all COEs; frames the technical review and project evaluation processes; keeps a repository of all
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deliverables of the OFRN; is the repository of federal lab requirements; and ensures that the OFRN
remains fully compliant with state and federal policies, rules, regulations and accounting procedures.

Executive Review Board (ERB)
The ERB is responsible to oversee the development, funding and performance of the OFRN. The ERB
provides ongoing oversight of the OFRN to support the research priorities of the federal installations and
build capabilities within Ohio to expand and focus research, workforce development, and technology
commercialization. The ERB reviews and can concur in or reject the recommendations of the TRC as to
funding of the OFRN programs and projects that have been reviewed pursuant to the OFRN’s request for
proposals. It also must approve the award of subcontracts by the OFRN. To ensure the continued
alignment of the OFRN within the original OFMJC goals and initiatives, the former chair of the OFMJC has
a seat on the ERB.
In the future, the OFRN hopes to further expand the role of the ERB to provide strategic guidance
regarding new initiatives and activities, and to reassess some of the current criteria included within the
OFRN proposal evaluation process.

Technical Review Council (TRC)
The TRC is responsible to the ERB for comprehensive oversight of the portfolio of technologies that are
used and developed by the Centers of Excellence as part of the OFRN in the execution of their programs.
The TRC reviews all White Papers and Proposals; then ranks them according to the key criteria established
by the OFRN and approved by the ERB, and then submits them to the ERB for approval or modification.

Figure 4 ERB and TRC Composition

Figure 4 shows the
membership of ERB and the
TRC and each has
representation from Federal
and State government,
industry, and universities. Mr.
Ricky Peters (Chief Executive
Officer, Ascend Innovations)
chairs the ERB and Dr. Carlos
Grodsinsky (Chief Operating
Officer and Sr. Vice President
of Technology, ZIN
Technology) chairs the TRC.
Both chairpersons were
recruited from industry.

Centers of Excellence (COEs)
The COEs are the collaborative research leads for OFRN. Based on the OFRN leadership team’s
assessment of customer requirements, each has been assigned a designated focus area. The COEs interact
with all of the research universities to help them frame and submit proposals for the OFRN for funding.
Only a COE can submit a proposal to the OFRN and that proposal must be consistent with the
requirements of the Request for Proposals (RFPs) for White Papers and full proposals. COEs are also
responsible for the program management of their project’s subcontractors, ensuring their statements of
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work are completed and milestones are met. ODHE funding is provided to the COEs on an annual basis,
and they conduct a Quarterly Program Brief to the OFRN Leadership Team and submit a quarterly report
to the OFRN Program Manager. This ensures that deliverables are turned in and that any risks are capable
of being mitigated in a timely manner.
For the first two rounds of OFRN funding, the win rate is about 40% for COE proposals. The OFRN process
is highly competitive and the quality of the proposals and the nature of the collaborations has increased
with each call for proposals.

Vision
Establish Ohio as a global leader
in human performance and
health science research,
technology development, and
commercialization

Human Performance and Health Sciences
HPHS – Wright State University/Wright State Research Institute

The research in this COE catalyzes government, academia, and industry
collaboration to deliver high‐impact solutions to the United States Air
Force, United States Navy, National Air and Space Intelligence Center,
Naval Medical Research Unit – Dayton, and National Aeronautics and
Space Administration on human performance and health challenges
while driving economic growth across Ohio with the creation or retention of 575 jobs in the State. HPHS is
led by Wright State University and is made up of six academic institutions spread across four projects.

Ohio Center for Power and Propulsion
OCPP – The Ohio State University
This COE focuses to support NASA and AFRL’s aerospace power and
Vision
To assure Ohio’s Continued
propulsion needs and reinforce Ohio’s position as the world class
Leadership in Power and
leader in power and propulsion by leveraging existing expertise and
Propulsion global markets,
developing economic growth through strong cooperation with
which is estimated to be $50‐
Ohio’s industrial institutions.
$100B over the next 20 years.
OCPP is led by The Ohio State
“…goal is to provide a solid return
University and is made up of
on investment with the creation or
three academic institutions spread across five projects. Its mission is
retention of 400 jobs in the State.”
to tackle propulsion and power challenges through a federation of
the best intellectual and economic resources, whether from
academia, federal labs or from private industry in the state, and their goal is to provide a solid return on
investment with the creation or retention of 400 jobs in the State.

Vision
Develop 600 new jobs in high‐
value materials and
manufacturing related disciplines
within the State of Ohio by 2019
for the State Federal
Laboratories and related
industries in three key material
areas: flexible electronics,
advanced magnetic materials,
and shape memory alloys

Materials and Advanced Manufacturing
M&M – University of Dayton/University of Dayton Research
Institute
The projects conducted under this COE are targeted toward high
priority government needs in materials and manufacturing which
through a cooperative academic, industrial and government
laboratory research approach; develop highly qualified college
graduates, enabling Ohio industries and government laboratories to
grow and excel through additional integrated R&D opportunities.
M&M is led by the University of Dayton and is constructed of six
academic institutions spread across four projects.
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Vision
Establishing Ohio as a
National Leader in
Energy Storage and
Integration for Defense
and Space Exploration
Priorities

Partnership for Research in Energy Storage and Integration for
Defense and Exploration of Space
PRESIDES – Case Western Reserve University
This COE aims to improve existing technologies and develop new
technologies to better support NASA and AFRL’s energy storage needs by
leveraging existing expertise to strengthen Ohio’s R&D collaborations and
increase economic Growth by creating 200 jobs in the State. PRESIDES is led
by Case Western Reserve University and is made up of seven academic
institutions spread across three projects.

Command, Control, Communications, Computers, Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance
C4ISR – The Ohio State University/Wright State University
Vision

This COE is focused on supporting the direct needs of the National
To build a collaborative network of
Aeronautics and Space Administration and the Air Force Research
Ohio universities and industry
Laboratory on command and control (C2) and information domain
partners that is nationally
competitive in the research,
oversight. The COE looks to define and document the next generation
development and commercialization
C4ISR concepts and command center abstractions through innovative
of C4ISR technologies
approaches to C4ISR infrastructure and systems that enhance decision
making, sensor detection and classification, and communication
efficiency and tolerance. C4ISR is co‐led by The Ohio State University and Wright State University and is
made up of four academic institutions spread across one project. Its mission is to (1) build stronger
collaborative research relationships among Ohio universities in the area of C4ISR; (2) Develop human
capital within the state of Ohio in the area of C4ISR to improve regional competitiveness in the pursuit of
federally funded work; and (3) transition research from Ohio universities into economic development
opportunities for the state in the form of advanced research and development contracts,
commercialization of C4ISR technologies into the private sector, deployment of research enabling toolsets
to federal government entities and supporting contractors, and the creation of 600 jobs in the State.

Vision
To create a true
government, university and
industry partnership focused
on creating new and
sustainable markets in the
State of Ohio that can
address the electronic
communications, cyber,
positioning, navigation, and
timing needs of WPAFB and
NASA‐GRC

Advanced Communications, Cyber, Positioning, Navigation and Timing
C2PNT – Ohio University
This COE’s research is focused on addressing the electronic communications,
cyber, positioning, navigation, and timing needs of the United States Air
Force, United States Navy, National Air and Space Intelligence Center, and
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. C2PNT is led by Ohio
University and is made up of four academic institutions spread across two
projects. Its mission is to actively engage business and industry partners to
promote new business ventures in the C2PNT realm in an effort to create
300 new jobs in Ohio that are directly traceable to the efforts and products
of the C2PNT COE.
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Ohio Federal Laboratories
The Ohio Federal Laboratories are the key interface to the COE Projects and with each projects Principal
Investigators. At the outset of the program, the Ohio Federal Laboratories key project managers briefed
hundreds of university researchers in special sessions held at NASA‐GRC and Wright State University on
the priorities of the national labs.
Following those briefings, they have
Ohio Federal Laboratories
provided their strategic research
priorities to the OFRN and allowed
 Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL)
WSARC to post their strategic
 Naval Medical Research Unit‐Dayton (NAMRU‐D)
opportunities on the OFRN website,
 National Air and Space Intelligence Center (NASIC)
www.ohiofrn.org. Not only have the
 National Aeronautics and Space Administration –
Federal Laboratories allowed the OFRN
Glenn Research Center (NASA‐GRC)
access through day‐to‐day
engagements within their labs, but they
have provided the OFRN access to key staff and laboratory leadership allowing the TRC and ERB to receive
alignment rankings and project comments straight from the customer. In year one, this day‐to‐day type
engagement has led to a significant strengthening of the relationship between the Federal Labs and
Ohio’s Higher Education Institutions. Due to the program, there are separate interactions between the
researchers and the labs also taking place, and the labs are investing their own capital and time into the
OFRN projects.

State Offices and Programs
Since the beginning, the OFMJC, Ohio Third Frontier, JobsOhio, the Governor’s Office, the Lt. Governor’s
Office, the Ohio Development Services Agency (ODSA), Legislators, the Adjunct General’s Office, and the
ODHE, have all been instrumental in the start‐up and continued progress of this initiative. It has been a
truly collaborative effort in ensuring this program is centrally placed within Ohio’s State Government,
Ohio’s Federal Laboratories, Ohio’s Leading Industry, and Ohio’s Research Universities’ strategic
initiatives; thereby ensuring the success of the State’s overall goals and objectives for the OFRN.
The Governor’s Office and key State Legislators have closely monitored the implementation of the OFRN
and have helped with the identification of ERB and TRC members. Regular briefings are provided to key
leaders at the State level to keep them abreast of the program’s progress and to gain their support for
innovative initiatives such as a proposed Challenge Grant. The Governor’s Chief of Staff serves as the key
point of contact for the Governor’s Office.
The Ohio Department of Higher Education (ODHE) has been the key interface for the OFRN leadership
team at the State level. The funding for this statewide initiative is contained in the ODHE budget. Regular
status reports are provided to the ODHE staff. ODHE has also hosted the review of the Round 1 and Round
2 proposals as well as the ERB Meetings. They also have arranged the briefings to the Chancellors’
Research Officers Council.
The Ohio Third Frontier assists the OFRN by having an executive sit on our Executive Review Board and a
Program Manager on our Technical Review Council (TRC). They have also assisted in the format of the TRC
review meetings and bring a wealth of knowledge on what has and has not worked in their program to
this initiative, thereby reducing the amount of time it has taken to get up and running. They have also
helped recruit key members of the ERB and TRC.
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The JobsOhio program also provides a key executive to the ERB and the TRC and has also been most
helpful in the framing and execution of the OFRN. A key outcome measure for the OFRN is jobs creation,
and JobsOhio has provided assistance in to how best to estimate job creation and what criteria should be
used by the OFRN for its proposal evaluation so it can best reflect potential results. JobsOhio has also
helped recruit key members of the ERB and TRC.
The Ohio Federal Military Jobs Commission supported OFRN through collaborative efforts with the other
key focus areas of the Commission, in particular small business and workforce development. The former
Chair of the Commission, Mr. Gary O’Connell, former Chief Scientist of NASIC, also sits on the ERB, as well
as, observes the TRC white paper and proposal reviews. He has provided significant input on how to
better collaborate with the Federal Labs as well as with industry throughout Ohio, and continues to keep
the TRC focused on the end goal of bringing a significant increase to Ohio’s economy.
The Adjunct General (TAG), Major General Mark Bartman, has interfaced with the OFMJC and with the
OFRN since their inception. The OFRN is currently working with TAG and other key federal organizations
to identify a candidate project for the OFRN’s pending Challenge Grant Initiative. The challenge problem
will likely center around command and control, cyber, unmanned aerial vehicles, or air traffic control. The
OFRN hopes to announce the Challenge Grant topic in 2017 and utilize it to integrate the capabilities of
multiple COEs.

THE OHIO FEDERAL RESEARCH NETWORK (OFRN) PROGRAM PORTFOLIO
As of 30 June 2017, the OFRN has funded 18 major projects through two highly competitive procurements
representing a $15.8 million investment over the next 2+ years. The funded projects will expand and
strengthen university research opportunities across the state and boost the commercialization of
developing technologies alongside industry partners which will better position the State of Ohio for future
Department of Defense (DoD) and NASA initiatives.
The OFRN also carries out many other related project activities with its core federal customers and other
federal R&D organizations that are intended to identify emerging opportunities that Ohio research
universities and companies can compete for.

Strong Linkages and Collaboration Across the State
The collaboration amongst university, industry and federal partners has increased dramatically across the
state. The COEs involved in the OFRN are currently pursuing over $200 million in joint proposals against
federal R&D contracts. There has already been over $100 million in proposals submitted that are currently
in source selection, and since the inception of OFRN universities across the state have won ~$42 million in
new awards from the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA), Office of Naval Research
(ONR), Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL), National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), and
Intelligence Advanced Research Projects Activity (IARPA). That shows a dramatic return on the State’s $25
million investment to the OFRN program provided through Ohio HB 64 of the 131st General Assembly.
It also should be noted that the national labs are also investing in the OFRN approved proposals. Several
of the most recently awarded contracts had matching funds from DoD labs.
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Key to the generation of this activity is a requirement that the universities identify additional
procurement opportunities they will pursue if funded by OFFN. In support of this requirement, OFRN
provides the participating Ohio universities with training for government pre‐proposals and proposals.
Another program, initiated by OFRN in collaboration with ODHE is the I‐Corps@Ohio Federal Research
Network. This program, similar to that of the National I‐Corps and to the State of Ohio I‐Corps program,
allowed OFRN teams to learn and understand business modeling concepts and how they are relevant
towards commercialization> It also allowed the teams to test their assumptions about the critical
parameters of their OFRN funded projects’ commercial potential and a richer understanding of the
commercial marketplace. OFRN had eight (8) teams across four of the six Centers of Excellence. Below is
a listing of those teams and their participants:







OCPP COE (Lead: The Ohio State University)
o Dr. Fang Luo; OSU – Modularized, High‐Efficiency, Cost‐effective and Compact Inverter
M&M COE (Lead: University of Dayton)
o Dr. Mohammad Elahinia; UT – Patient Specific Implants
o Dr. James McGuffin‐Cawly; CWRU – Laser Hot‐Wire Technology as a High Throughput
Metal Additive Manufacturing
PRESIDES COE (Lead: Case Western Reserve University)
o Dr. Priyanka Bhattacharya; UD – Lithium Sulfur Battery
o Dr. Vikas Prakash; CWRU – Structural Energy Storage
o Dr. Yu Zhu; UA – Cross Linked Polymer Binders for Electrochemical Energy Storage
Devices
C2PNT COE (Lead: Ohio University)
o Dr. David Gross & Mr. Todd Norell; WSU – Test and Evaluation of Autonomous Systems
o Dr. Zhiqiang Wu; WSU – Intelligent Channel Sensing

Industry Sponsored Research
This year OFRN initiated pursuit of Industry Sponsored Research topics that aligned with OFRN COE areas
of expertise and interest. As of 30 June 2017, the Commercialization and Workforce Development
(C&WD) Team has interacted with over 100 Ohio companies and has identified four potential sponsored
research opportunities worth $750K. There have also been multiple funding opportunities by partner,
Ohio‐based companies. This is an excellent sign of interest and cross pollination of technology.
A summary of the C&W Teams results this past year are summarized below:
1.

Completed initial commercialization opportunity analysis of 18 OFRN funded projects
 Interacted with over 100 Ohio companies to explore potential for commercialization
partnerships with Rounds 1 and 2 OFRN projects.
 Identified value added commercial partners for projects (9 currently) which have near term
commercialization opportunities, e.g.:
o HPHS/RLVC‐Orbita Healthcare/Rubix Technologies/Metro Hospitals/Care Source
Inc/Amazon Web Services
o C4ISR/HCBD‐Hureka Software
o C2PNT/TEAS‐Asymetric Technologies, Galois
o M&M/Flexible Electronics‐Pureti Inc, Sky Sun Solar, Lucintech, Lithium Innovations,
Sabic Ventures
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2.

3.

4.

5.

o P&P/UAV Icing‐Battelle, Smart Paint LLC, U.S. Gypsum
o PRESIDES/Li‐S Battery‐ Cornerstone Research Group, Xerion Battery, Apple Inc.
Initiated focused effort to identify and pursue industry sponsored research topics aligned with
OFRN COE areas of expertise and interest.
 Identified 5 potential opportunities with General Electric Aviation, GrafTech, and Access
Flight Services, Pureti Inc., totaling $875K
 Convened first of a series of industry/government/academia special interest groups (SIG),
focused on polymers. Meeting held at University of Akron Polymer Composites Center and
drew over 40 people. Positive feedback received from participants about value of such SIGs
to identifying collaborative efforts in areas of opportunity/need that could benefit state
economically.
Identify Federal government SBIR/STTR topics aligned with COE capability and areas of interest
including OFRN funded projects.
 Sent 82 SBIR/STTR topics to COEs/PIs which align with OFRN projects/COE areas of interest
(>$12M value based upon maximum Phase 1 award levels)
 Submitted 21 SBIR proposals involving OFRN PIs/Projects
 To date have won 2 of 7 with 16 pending notification
 Interfaced with 27 Federal Agency SBIR program managers who have indicated they are
willing to consider topic abstracts aligned with OFRN areas of emphasis/interest for future
SBIR/STTR offerings.
Non‐Directly OFRN funded Projects impacted by OFRN funding:
 Dr. Frank Kraft OU High Efficiency thermally conductive copper extrusions – DOE Proposal
 Dr. Alexis Abramson CWRU EDIFES Smart Grid Data Analytics – Commercial Spin out
partnerships and DOE reporting
 Dr. Alexis Abramson CWRU Thermally Conductive Polymers – Commercial Spin out, License
Agreement, TVSF funding
 Dr. Lai Ming Dai CWRU‐ Polymer based catalysts – Material Supply Industry Partner
introduced
 Dr. Ozan Akkus CWRU – Spin out formation and TVSF application/ESP engagement with
Jumpstart
 Dr. Michael Heben UT‐ Industry Sponsored Research for self cleaning solar arrays ‐ $75,000
 Dr. Mark Moucek UA – UV Curable Coatings Commercialization Analysis and Industry Partner
introduction
OFRN Industry Members Recruited – 20+ in 2017
 Sabic Ventures – Boston, MA
 Rubix Technologies – Grand Rapids, MI
 Care Source, Dayton, OH
 PH Matters, Columbus, OH
 Asymetric Technologies, Columbus, OH
 Inner Product Partners Venture Investments, San Francisco, CA
 Infield Capital, Boulder, CO
 Pureti Inc. NY, NY
 Norman Nobel, Cleveland, OH
 Lincoln Electric Co, Cleveland, OH
 Smart Paint LLC
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6.

7.

8.

 Warner Babcock, Boston, MA
 Broadline Capital, Columbus, OH
 Xerion Battery, Dayton, OH
 Galois, Dayton, OH
In Kind Contributions recruited into OFRN YTD
 $75,000‐ Elite Manufacturing Industries – C&W
 $25,000‐ Pureti Inc., Flexible Electronics
 $50,000‐ Rubix Technologies, RLVC
Initiatives of note underway:
 Sabic Ventures ‐ $43B in Global Revenue
o Providing strategic acquisition roadmap of investment/acquisition targets to OFRN
o Will visit Ohio in Q4 2017 to investigate opening an office (would like to meet with
Gov. Kasich’s team and Jobs Ohio)
o Investigating creating a pool investment capital for Ohio based tech companies with
University Technologies
o Evaluating OFRN funded polymer research projects for potential investment
targeting
o Evaluating several Sponsored Research Opportunities with University of Akron
 University of Toledo Sustainable Technology Center of Excellence
o Currently being evaluated with Pureti Inc., Warner Babcok, Dysol, Crystal Ti & Solar
City as immediate Industry Partners
o Rep. Marcy Kaptur has been briefed by University of Toledo on potential COE and
focused areas of:
 Renewable Energy
 Self Cleaning Solar Panels
 Next Gen Solar Cells manufactured in Toledo
 Clean Tech/Green Materials
 Water & Air purification
 Agricultural and Industrial runoff mitigation
 Amazon Web Services/Alexa Ventures
o Currently reviewing RLVC project for potential spin out investment Q2 2018.
 US Gypsum Corp, Chicago IL
o Have funded $50,000 to Smart Paint (Columbus, OH) for product development of
Battelle’s ‘Heat Cote’ technology
o Potential project value of $25M in yr 1 Ohio based production for Concrete Dry Wall
heaters in FY 2019
 Apple Inc. Cupertino, CA
o Have invested several million dollars into OFRN pre‐cursor technology (UDRI)
o Currently renewing an additional $1MM in licensing fees for Solid State Battery
New major win wins:
 A multi university team led by The Ohio State University was recently awarded a $10M, 5
year contract by the NASA Aeronautics Mission Directorate as part of the Agency’s University
Leadership Initiative (ULI). The NASA award is to establish a multi ye effort in critical
technology development for future generation hybrid/turbo electric propulsion and power
systems. The six member university team led by OSU includes Case Western Reserve
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University. Dr. Mike Benzakein of Ohio State University leads the NASA ULI team and has
indicated in writing that the OFRN project in hybrid/turbo electric propulsion was a major
reason the OSU led team won the competitive award. NASA recently awarded 5 ULI
contracts for various areas of emphasis after a national competition. NASA views these ULI
awards as a key element of a strategic partnership with the US university community that
will make major contributions in both technology development and workforce development
for the US aviation industry.

Challenge Problem Initiative
In March 2017, the Ohio Federal Research Network Challenge Problem Planning Team held their first
meeting. The overall goal of the initiative is to integrate a systems solution to a key customer
requirement. Following the first meeting they came out with four topic areas: (1) Integrated UAV
experiments – this project would optimize the Springfield Sense and Avoid System; (2) Personal Aircraft
Research and Development; (3) Cyber experimentation; and (4) Advanced Optical Communications.
Through the months that followed, the focus was narrowed to two key topics: (1) OFRN Airspace
Integration Challenge, which would help federal agencies learn how to conduct beyond visual line of sight
unmanned aerial systems projects, and (2) Personal Aircraft Challenge, which could possibly establish
Ohio as technology validation and the supply chain for personal aircraft.
Both of these options leverage key in state assets: the NASA’s “ground controlled” T‐34 research aircraft
and the Ground Based Sense and Avoid complex at the Springfield‐Beckley Municipal Airport (KSGH.
Candidate projects would be executed in three phases:




Phase 1: Optionally piloted (ground controlled)
Phase 2: Remotely piloted (ground controlled)
Phase 3: Autonomous

OFRN Airspace Integration Challenge
The Executive Review Board met on 13 June 2017 and approved OFRN Airspace Integration Challenge as
the first Challenge Problem topic.
The idea is to aggregate federal agency requirements and perform a flying demo at the end of the
challenge problem. In March 2017, at the Federal UAS Workshop, there were three UAS requirements
discussed:
1.
2.
3.

Persistent Sensing – high revisit rate over target for 4‐5 days
Rapid Inspection – UAS ready to respond within hours to a natural disaster (i.e. dam failure,
forest fire hot spots, etc…)
Large Area Sensing – efficient full spectrum mapping covering large area but no temporal
constraint

This challenge directly ties into multiple existing university programs: OSU Field to Faucet, CWRU long
duration power supplies, KSU air traffic control, OU FAA partnership, and WSU multi‐aircraft control. It
also leverages AFRL’s vision for Beyond Visual Line of Sight not being tied to a specific geographic location
and also optimizes the mobile (RV) control system at the Springfield‐Beckley Municipal Airport (KSGH).
The challenge also looks into industry market opportunities for the Ground‐Based Sense and Avoid Radar
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System and how this may translate into autonomous system and emergency response control. The first
flight demo at KSGH using the T‐34 asset would be planned for Spring 2018.
The Planning Team has assessed the proposed Challenge Grant against federal requirements. Now they
will assess each project against industry needs.

Issues/Risks/Mitigations
Since the last annual report, the OFRN Leadership team has been required to deal with issues and to
provide mitigation strategies.
o

o

o

o

o

After the Round 1 project awards were made, the start‐up time of the projects was an issue for OFRN.
The universities’ RSP/Legal departments had never pushed projects to another university and were
having difficulty releasing the projects from their charge. Although start‐up on the projects was slow,
there are currently no requests or changes to the executive timeline schedule.
As the TRC members were reviewing the Round 1 proposals, it came to their attention that the OFRN
COE members needed training in writing Federal Proposals. As a result, the OFRN Leadership hired
UVG Ltd to instruct researchers on how to write competitive Federal Proposals. The UVG Ltd training
sessions on White Papers and Proposals resulted in significant improvement in the white papers
submitted in Round 2.
The export control of the projects for which the universities are working on became a risk as non‐US
Citizens began working on the projects. This risk was mitigated by asking the compliance offices to
ensure that all personnel working on the projects were US Citizens or Green Card holders. If non‐US
Citizens were working on the project, the government sponsor was asked to ensure that non‐US
Citizens were approved to work on the tasks assigned to them. This risk is being monitored
continuously, however there has been no major setbacks by the government sponsors or the
universities.
Across the state, second and third tier university subcontracts are continuing to have issues in
contracting, accounting and compliance. These issues are generated due to: (1) a lack of participation
in meetings from university contracting, accounting and compliance departments; (2) this type of
collaboration work being new to the university system; and (3) lack of communication between PIs
and their university departments. As a result, the OFRN Program Manager and Lead Scientist are
meeting with the contracting, accounting and compliance offices at each Lead University with the PI
in the room to (1) let the departments voice their opinions/issues for which they are experiencing; (2)
answer any questions they have but also explain to them how subcontracting through the COEs are
meant to work; and (3) work with the departments to come up with a solution that results in an
efficient process for all the institutions involved
Within the COEs, Project PIs were/are struggling to report issues and risks that they are experiencing
within the Project Management Review Sessions due to other persons in the room being potential
future clients/partners. To mitigate this issue, the OFRN Program Manager and Chief Scientist are
currently meeting with each project team individually to gain a deeper understanding on the status of
the project. Upon completion, they will provide a status report to the OFRN Directors for review.
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FINANCES ‐ OFRN PROGRAM FUNDS ALLOCATION/EXPENDITURES
Total State Operation Funding for the OFRN
program for defense, aerospace, workforce
development is $25 million for FY 16 and 17.
This consists of two line items in the State
Budget: (1) $20 million was designated for
WSARC and (2) $5 million was designated for
OSU. $20 million was allocated to the OFRN
program for research projects executed by
the COEs, for the commercialization and
workforce development activities of Lorain
County Community College and Cleveland
State University, and for the pending
Challenge Grant. A breakdown of the
funding is displayed in Figure 5.

COE Round 1
$7,143,645

C&W Team
$2,108,000

Operational & Admin
Cost
$1,968,943

COE Round 2
$8,698,287
COE OFRN
Icorps
$40,000
Challenge
Problem
$2,118,068

AHEAD, APDC & RSC
$2,923,057

It should be noted that $5 million was
Figure 5 OFRN Administration Allocated Funds
revectored by WSARC to the OFRN from its
own funding prior to the release of ODHE
funds to assist in workforce development and small business growth through the Aerospace Professional
Development Center.

Operations/Administrative Costs of the OFRN.
Consistent with the legislative intent, The Ohio State University and WSARC have a contract arrangement
in place to receive the $5 million from ODHE to support COE activities and the proposed Challenge Grant.
Figure 6 shows the current amounts funded to each COE as well as the amounts expended as of 30 June
2017.

Figure 6 OFRN COE Allocation|Funded|Expensed

Figure 7 provides an overview of the OFRN Administration and Management costs. It depicts the OFRN
subcontracts, with amounts funded and expensed as of 30 June 2017. All subcontracts have been
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approved through ODHE and assist the management team in training, program management of the
C&WD Team, Job Growth estimation for use in COE proposal writing, as well as the creation of a search
capability of Ohio Small Businesses and Firms that provide systems or subsystems for each of the COE’s
research priority areas. These tools may be reached online at the OFRN webpage, www.ohiofrn.org, and
they will be posted by the Ohio Third Frontier and JobsOhio.

Figure 7 OFRN Administration and Management Allocation|Funded|Expensed
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Funds Expended Report – As of 30 June 2017
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Cost Share Contribution Report – As of 30 June 2017
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NEXT STEPS
The OFRN will continue to build and strengthen linkages and collaboration across Ohio’s research
universities, industry and Federal Partners. The longer‐ term plan of the OFRN is to continue to enhance
business development statewide through STTR and SBIR as well as other Federal Opportunities alongside
industry partners. The OFRN will also continue to build Industry Sponsored Research Opportunities and
seek ways to include all of the Ohio research universities into OFRN.
This next year the OFRN also wants to engage with other organizations throughout the state to include:
the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Lab in Cincinnati, the Northern Ohio Energy Storage Cluster,
and the Cleveland Clinic Foundation. Also, OFRN will conduct an assessment of modeling and simulation
(M&S) capabilities currently available at Ohio universities, which will open the door to seeing what assets
are available at each university across the state and to the potential creation of an additional COE.
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APPENDIX 1 – OFRN PROJECT OVERVIEW

Appendix 1 OFRN Project Overview
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ROUND 1 TECHNICAL AWARDEES
Awardee

COE

Award Amount

Cost Share

Partners

Case Western
Reserve
University

The Partnership for
Research in Energy Storage
(PRESIDES) Center of
Excellence

$1.6 million: ($800k in
year 1; $800k in year 2)

$750,000
University Partners: $640,282

University Partners: Ohio State University,
University of Akron, University of Toledo,
University of Dayton

Small Business: $39,718

Industry Partners:

Large Business: $70,000

Small Business: pHMatter LLC, CRG Inc,
UES Inc., CAR Technologies LLC,
Large Business: Lubrizol Advanced
Materials, Inc., GrafTech International
Holdings Inc.; Americarb

University of
Dayton

The Materials and
Manufacturing (M&M)
Center of Excellence

$2 million: ($1MM in year
1; $1MM in year 2)

$1,694,531
University Partners: $1,648,531
Small Business: $46,000
Large Business: $0

University Partners: University of Akron,
Case Western Reserve University, Ohio
State University, University of Cincinnati,
University of Toledo, Ohio University,
Youngstown State University
Industry Partners:
Small Business: Akron Polymer Systems,
Lucintech Inc., Orbital Research Inc., Hana
Microdisplay Technologies Inc., Norman
Noble Inc., Electrodyne
Large Business: GE Aviation, Lincoln
Electric, Eaton

Ohio State
University

The Ohio Center for Power
and Propulsion (OCPP)
Center of Excellence

$2 million: ($750k in year
1; $750k in Year 2; $500k
in year 3)

$1,633,514
University Partners: $1,633,514
Large Business:
Phase 2 Possible $995,000 from
GE Aviation

Wright State
University

The Human Performance
and Health Science (HPHS)
Center of Excellence

$1.5 million: ($745k in
year 1; $755k in year 2)

$854,536

University Partners: University of Akron,
University of Dayton
Industry Partners:
Small Business: Orbital Research, Inc.,
Large Business: Emerson Network Power,
Meggitt‐USA Inc., Parker Hannifin
Corporation, GE Aviation

University Partners: $704,795

University Partners: University of
Cincinnati, University of Toledo, AFIT, Case
Western Reserve University

Small Business: $149,741

Industry Partners:

Large Business: $0

Small Business: The Perduco Group,
Advanced TeleSensors
Large Business: University of Toledo
Medical Center, Dayton Children’s Hospital,
Crown Equipment, University Hospitals
Case Medical Center, University of
Cincinnati Medical Center, Premier Health,
Red Bull

Appendix 1 OFRN Project Overview
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ROUND 2 TECHNICAL AWARDEES
Awardee

COE

Award Amount

Cost Share

Partners

Ohio State
University and
Wright State
University

The Command, Control,
Communications,
Computers, Intelligence,
Surveillance and
Reconnaissance (C4ISR)
Center of Excellence

$1,200,000
(Yr1: $585,034
Yr2: $614,966)

$693,117
University Partners:
$559,117
Small Business: $134,000
Large Business: $0

COE Partners: HPHS COE
University Partners: Ohio University, Case
Western Reserve University
Industry Partners:
Small Business: Tenet3, Perduco,
DesignKnowledge, Illumination Works,
DelphicDB, Columbus Collaboratory,
Amperand, MatchTx
Large Business: Hewlett Packard, Lexis
Nexis, Ipsos, Nuance

Ohio University

The Advanced
Communications,
Positioning, Navigation and
Timing (C2PNT) Center of
Excellence

$2,100,002

$2,176,046
University Partners:
$726,046
Small Business: $1,325,000
Contingent
$4,200,000
Large Business: $0
Federal Partner Contingent:
$1,250,000

COE Partners: HPHS COE
University Partners: Wright State
University, Air Force Institute of
Technology
Industry Partners:
Small Business: Galois, Inc., Comsat
Architects, GIRD
Large Business: None

University of
Dayton

The Materials and
Manufacturing (M&M)
Center of Excellence

$1,097,197
(Yr1: $570,433
Yr2: $526,764)

$1,413,139
University Partners: $1,353,139
Small Business: $40,000
Large Business: $20,000

University Partners: Case Western Reserve
University, Ohio University, University of
Cincinnati, Wright State University,
Youngstown State University
Industry Partners:
Small Business: NONA Composites,
Cincinnati Inc.
Large Business: Orbital ATK, GE Aerospace

Ohio State
University

The Ohio Center for Power
and Propulsion (OCPP)
Center of Excellence

$1,999,838
(Yr1: $872,120
Yr2: $1,127,715)

$2,614,219
University Partners: $1,614,219
Small Business: $0
Large Business: $1,000,000

University Partners: University of Dayton,
Case Western Reserve University,
University of Cincinnati, The Ohio State
University, Air Force Institute of
Technology
Industry Partners:
Small Business: Innovative Scientific
Solutions, Inc.
Large Business: Honeywell, Battelle

Appendix 1 OFRN Project Overview
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FOLLOW ON FUNDING
COE

PI Name / University

Client

Value

Description

C2PNT/HPHS

Gross/WSU ‐ TEAS

AFRL

$225,000

CARP Phase II – WON

C2PNT/HPHS

Gross/WSU ‐ TEAS

OSD

$3,000,000

AFRL Rapid Innovation Fund ‐ WON

C2PNT

TEAS

AFRL

$750,000

C2PNT

TEAS

OSD

$3,500,000

C2PNT

TEAS

AFRL

$400,000

C2PNT

TEAS

AFRL

$160,000

Improve Software Security ‐ Prattle
Phase 2 SBIR
Software V&V/Flight Testing ‐ LCAAT ‐
Weapons Truck
Avionics Vulnerability Assessment
Mitigation and Protection
Multi‐role Control Station

C2PNT

TEAS

AFRL

$4,500,000

ATEV&V

C2PNT

TEAS

AFRL

$3,750,000

LCAAT ‐ Hunter Killer

C2PNT

TEAS

DARPA

$750,000

ACTUV Seedling

C2PNT

TEAS

DARPA

$250,000

Swarm UAS Seedling

C2PNT

TEAS

ARMY

$12,000,000

C2PNT

TEAS

DARPA

$3,900,000

C2PNT

TEAS

AFRL

$12,500,000

Autonomous Unmanned Systems
Teaming & Collaboration
Scalable High Assurance Military
Systems
Loyal Wingman

C2PNT

ICS

AFRL

$2,000,000

C2PNT

ICS

AFRL

$1,000,000

C2PNT

ICS

AFRL

$20,000

C2PNT

ICS

DARPA

$1,500,000

C2PNT

ICS

AFRL

$500,000

C2PNT

Stewart/OSU ‐ ICS

NSF

$175,000

C2PNT

Chenji/OSU ‐ ICS

NSF

$175,000

C2PNT

Wu/WSU ‐ ICS

NSF

$750,000

Deep Learning for Actionable
Intelligence Discovery and Exploitation
Distributed Systems w/ Verified
Complexity by Design – WON
A Software Defined Approach to
Laser‐based Free Space Optical
Networks ‐ WON
Enhancing RF Spectrum Access

C4ISR/HPHS

Hitzler/WSU ‐ HCBD

DARPA

$5,900,000

XAI Proposal ‐ LOSS

C4ISR/HPHS

Minnery/WSU‐HCBD

IARPA

$2,000,000

C4ISR/HPHS

Hitzler/WSU ‐ HCBD

DARPA

$5,900,000

Hybrid Forecasting Competition ‐
(Raytheon Prime ‐ WON)
Causal Exploration ‐ LOSS

Appendix 1 OFRN Project Overview

Full Spectrum Signals Intelligence and
Cyber Operations Technology
Advanced Cyber, SIGINT, and Personal
Communications Collection and
Exploitation
Capabilities for Cyber Mission
Assurance
Strategic Technologies
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FOLLOW ON FUNDING
COE

PI Name / University

Client

Value

Description

HPHS

Marras/OSU – MOSSD

AFRL

$175,000

HPHS

Heikenfeld/UC –
ACPSS
Norell/WSARC ‐ LEAP

AFRL

$3,960,000

DARPA

$8,600,000

Integrated rucksack accessory to
improve load distributions
Recently awarded sweat sensing R&D
project ‐ WON
$14.6M available for Options ‐ WON

ARO

$110,000

AFRL/RH

$6,700,000

WON

AFRL/RH

$3,500,000

WON

AFRL/RH

$345,000

WON

HPHS
HPHS

HPHS

Norell/WSARC ‐
CRAMMIT
Norell/WSARC ‐ HMT
TO4
Norell/WSARC ‐
MIDLE
Norell/WSARC ‐ DTT

HPHS

Hodge/WSARC ‐ RLVC

AFRL/RY

$1,000,000

ACE‐EM ‐ WON

HPHS

Norell/WSARC ‐
TENET 3 Phase II
Devabhaktuni/UT –
RLVC
Devabhaktuni/UT –
RLVC
Ganapathy/ WSU –
RLVC
Malek/ WSU – RLVC

AFRL/RV

$220,000

STTR ‐ WON

NSF

TBD

DAGSI

$50,000

DAGSI

$50,000

Proposal focused on precision
agriculture
Workforce development support‐ Data
to decision
Workforce development

AFRL

$2,400,000

AFRL

$75,000

AFRL/RY

$10,000,000

ALAS

HPHS

Reiter/ WSU –
SAPHYRE
Norell/WSARC ‐
SAPHYRE
Marras/OSU ‐ MOSSD

Recently awarded Mission Directed
Learning Environment ‐ WON
Recently awarded SAVANT ‐ WON

ONR

$2,000,000

HPHS

Marras/OSU ‐ MOSSD

ONR

$1,200,000

Validated Assessment of
Neuromusculoskeletal Injuries
Capital Equipment (DURIP)

M&M

Dr. Willard/CWRU

$1,600,000

M&M

Dr. Willard/CWRU

$300,000

Computational Alloy Design of
Nanocomposite Soft Magnets
Iron Nitride Powder Processing

M&M

TBD

NSF ‐
DMREF
DARPA
Seedling
ONR LIFT

$530,000

Metal Matrix Composites

M&M

Szaruga/UDRI

AFRL/RXM

$510,000

M&M

Elahinia/UT

$250,000

M&M

Szaruga/UDRI

NSF SBIR
Phase 1
IACMI

Composite Tooling for Aircraft
Sustainment
Quick Flow Blood Clot Removal Device

TBD

Low‐Cost‐Composite Manufacturing

PRESIDES

Jitendra Kumar /UD

NASA

$600,000

Integrated high temperature battery
and micro‐controller with active
cooling for Venus and Mars
applications

HPHS
HPHS

HPHS
HPHS
HPHS
HPHS
HPHS
HPHS

Appendix 1 OFRN Project Overview
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FOLLOW ON FUNDING
COE

PI Name / University

Client

Value

Description

PRESIDES

Prakah / CWRU

NASA

$1,300,000

Structural Battery Project

PRESIDES

Akolkar / CWRU

DOE

TBD

PRESIDES

Abramson/CWRU
Heben/UT

PNNL/DOE

$910,000

PRESIDES

Zhu/UA

Navy SBIR

$150,000

Stable, long life Li metal electrodes for
rechargeable batteries
Grid Modernization demonstration
project, which involves using batteries
to reduce peak loads ‐ WON
Superior All Solid State Battery ‐ WON

PRESIDES

Kumar / UD

$1,300,000

OCPP

TBD

NASA/US
Army
NASA

OCPP

OSU

AFRL

$48,000/yr

OCPP

OSU

AFRL

$400,000/yr

OCPP

OSU

AFRL

$15,000,000

OCPP

Benzakein/OSU ‐
OCPP

NASA

$10,000,000

Appendix 1 OFRN Project Overview

$50,000,000

3 proposals to NASA; 2 proposals to
Army
Invited for Step B Proposal – Electric
Propulsion
OSU New Project Collaboration –
Electric Propulsion
Power America – Invited for Full
Proposal
Advanced Manufacturing/High Temp.
Turbines. OSU/Honeywell/ITI
Electric Propulsion: Challenges and
Opportunities ‐ WON
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APPENDIX 2 – OFRN PROJECT DETAIL
Round 1 Projects Awarded
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Round 2 Projects Awarded
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